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MODEL 70TM THE REFERENCE.
The Model 70 is considered to be a legendary rifle and has been a reference point for hunters and sports shooters
for many years. Today, in a brand new version, the Model 70 is truly the bolt-action rifle of the future with supreme
accuracy and performance. For 2008, the new Model 70 has the all new M.O.A.TM Trigger System, improved fit and
finish and enhanced accuracy to go along with its classic Pre-’64 controlled round feeding, three-position safety
and solid , sure handling. With the new model 70, you can really benefit from what’s best on the market.

bolt-action RIFLE
BUILT RIGHT
Built in the USA

The All-American Model 70s are built by American craftsmen in
Columbia, South Carolina, at the same state-of-the-art factory
as the rifles and machine guns used by America’s Armed Forces.
They are made to the exact ISO 9001 standard of quality that
Uncle Sam insists upon for military firearms.
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WINCHESTER MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
the come-back of a legendary gun
C
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Ready position

New M.O.A.™ Trigger Systems. The Model
70 M.O.A.™ Trigger Systems works on the
simple principle of the pivoting lever.
Pictured above are the triggerpiece (A),
actuator (B), and sear (C). All internal
parts, pins and springs are precision
crafted from stainless steel. The sear and
actuator are electroless nickel Teflon coated
for corrosion resistance and smoother
operation.

A

B

2

Released position

2:1 Mechanical Advantage. The M.O.A.’s
triggerpiece offers a wide, smooth face
to better distribute finger pressure for a
lighter, more sensitive feel. Because of the
M.O.A.™ Trigger’s new geometry and 2:1
mechanical advantage, as the triggerpiece
moves rearward (x) it travels only half
the distance of the actuator (2x). Since
this distance is greatly decreased, the
perception of trigger creep and overtravel
movement are effectively eliminated.

No Overtravel. As the actuator is engaged by the triggerpiece, it moves forward to release
the sear, which in turn releases the firing pin. The M.O.A.™ Trigger System is set at the
factory to have minimal overtravel. As the sear releases the strikes block and the firing
pin there is no post-release trigger movement to upset your aim or move the bullet off its
intended path. Trigger pull weight and overtravel can easily be adjusted by a gunsmith if
desired
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➋

➌

➊ Three Position Safety. The improved ➋

➌

three-position safety an the Model 70
has proven effective and highly popular
with hunters and shooters for decades.
Convenient to operate with the thumb
of the firing hand, the Model 70 safety
design lifts the firing pin away from
the sear. When the safety is in the
middle position, the action can still be
operated, allowing unfired cartridges
to be cycled with the safety on. It is
smooth to engage and easily identifies
the safety status of the rifle.

Blade-Type Ejector. A blade-type
ejector allows you to have full control
when ejecting a fired case. Pull the
bolt back slowly and the empty case
pops out gently, perfect for target
shooters and varminters. Pull the bolt
back smartly and the empty case clears
the port with greater force. The bladetype ejector helps to eliminate shortstriking malfunctions.

Hammer-Forged Barrel. Model
70 barrels are made in the same
American factory that produces
barrels for the rifles and machine
guns used by the U.S. Armed Forces
around the world. Every Model 70
barrel is cold hammer-forged from a
solid billet of steel for accuracy and
long life. Massive rotary hammers
shape the barrel steel around a
mandrel to create the rifling. The
barrel is threaded, target crowned
and installed on the receiver. The
chamber is then reamed and the bolt
is headspaced.

bolt-action RIFLE

WITH THE TRIPLE ZERO ADVANTAGE
The Model 70’s new M.O.A. Trigger System is the most precise
three-lever trigger system in the world. Operating on a simple
pivoting lever principle, the trigger mechanism has been
completely redesigned to exhibit zero take-up, zero creep and
zero overtravel. The pull weight ranges from 3 to 5 pounds and is
factory-set at 3.25 pounds. Because of the enhanced ergonomics,
wide smooth triggerpiece and 2:1 mechanical advantage created
by the unique design geometry, it actually feels like half that
weight. Don’t settle for a lesser trigger design with secondary
triggerpiece levers, gimmicks or other novelties. Experience for
yourself the M.O.A. accuracy, precision and control that come
from the new Model 70 M.O.A. Trigger System.

BLADE-TYPE EJECTOR
THREE POSITION SAFETY

ZERO TAKE UP
Take up is the distance the triggerpiece travels prior to the sear
moving toward release and the shooter feeling resistance. The
new Model 70 M.O.A. Trigger System has no take up because the
take up spring keeps the triggerpiece in constant contact with
the actuator.
ZERO CREEP
Creep is the perceptible movement of the trigger prior to the
release of the firing pin or striker. Creep has a negative influence
on accuracy because it adds inconsistency and uncertainty
during the trigger pull. This contributes to jerking the trigger
and thus adds to the movement of the firearm during firing. The
2:1 mechanical advantage created by the trigger design’s unique
geometry is how creep has been virtually eliminated in the new
Model 70 M.O.A. Trigger.
ZERO OVERTRAVEL
Overtravel is the rearward movement of the trigger after the firing
pin or striker has been released. It can actually jar the gun away
from its intended point of aim and is also very distracting to the
shooter. That’s why the new Model 70 M.O.A. Trigger System is set
at the factory to have no perceptible overtravel. Where you aim
is where you shoot.
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Availibility summer 2009
cm

REF.
M70 FEATHERWEIGHT

4

Kg

535109212

243 Win

5+1

56

3

25.4

M70 FEATHERWEIGHT

535109228

30-06 Spg

5+1

56

3

25.4

M70 FEATHERWEIGHT

535109233

300 WM

3+1

61

3

25.4

M70 FEATHERWEIGHT

535109264

270 WSM

3+1

61

3

25.4

M70 CLASSIC HUNTER

535112128

30-06 Spg

5+1

56

3,1

25.4

M70 CLASSIC HUNTER

535112133

300 WM

3+1

66

3,1

25.4

M70 CLASSIC HUNTER

535112164

270 WSM

3+1

61

3,1

25.4

M70 EXTREME WEATHER

535110212

243 Win

5+1

56

2,9

25.4

M70 EXTREME WEATHER

535110220

308 Win

5+1

56

2,9

30.48

M70 EXTREME WEATHER

535110228

30-06 Spg

5+1

56

2,9

25.4

M70 EXTREME WEATHER

535110233

300 WM

3+1

66

2,9

25.4

M70 EXTREME WEATHER

535110264

270 WSM

3+1

61

2,9

25.4

As well as all the technical innovations proposed on the new Mod 70, the Classic Hunter version possesses the particularity of being
equipped with battue type sights. With its “battue” type rib as well as it optic fibre foresight adjustable in all positions, it can be
fired rapidly and accurately without any need of a scope.

bolt-action RIFLE

MODEL 70 CLASSIC HUNTER

MODEL 70 FEATHERWEIGHT
This classic version of the Model 70 is characterised by a walnut stock with an angled cheek-piece and a tulip fore-end. It is enhanced
by a satin finish and elegant checkering. Recoil is absorbed by a Pachmayr “Decelerator” pad. It is available in the more common
long and short calibres, including WSM.

MODEL 70 EXTREME WEATHER
The new Model 70 Extreme Weather is a extremely rugged gun, highly accurate under all conditions. The new M.O.A. trigger system,
the Pre-’64 type Controlled Round Feed bolt and the three-position safety provide absolute control for every shot fired. The Extreme
Weather’s composite stock made by Bell and Carlson is light in weight and highly ergonomic. The one-piece stainless steel trigger
guard and rotating magazine plate make the whole unit even more rigid and increase accuracy even more. When you shoot with the
Model 70 Extreme Weather, you’re testing the ultimate in Winchester accuracy and reliability.
Bedding block. The Model 70 Extreme Weather is
bedded into an alloy skeletal bedding block that’s actually
molded right into the stock during manufacture. The
precise mating of this bedding block to the lower portion
of the receiver means you can depend on the Model 70
Extreme Weather to hold a reliable zero and put the first
shot and every shot that follows right where you expect it,
in any weather conditions, year after year.

Composite stock. The Model 70 Extreme Weather premium
Bell and Carlson composite stock features enhanced ergonomics
with a trim, light feed. The textured matt surface offers a sure grip.
A sculpted cheekpiece helps ensure proper eye-to-scope alignment
from any shooting position. The thick block Pachmayr Decelerator
pad helps take the bite out of recoil.
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The best-priced, most reliable,
rapid, modern design gun
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semi-automatic RIFLE

WINCHESTER MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
reliable in all conditions !

➊

➋

➍

➌➎

Winchester Reliability
➊ N ew feeding cycle regulating system for perfect operation with all types of
bullet even magnum calibres

➊
➊
➊

Gas plug can be adjusted to optimise operation for certain types of cartridge.
Welded gas cylinder, perfectly watertight.
Regulating system’s floating mass ensures regular supply and more reliability.
C hromed chamber and gas cylinder do not rust and make ammunition extraction
easier.

➋
➋

L ocking occurs in the barrel by means of 7 lugs, which engage in an extremely
rigid way. This gives excellent shooting accuracy and the possibility to fire
magnum cartridges.
 ammered Barrel manufactured by the Fabrique Nationale (FN Factory) in
H
Herstal, a guarantee of quality and accuracy.
Precision-set in our works using Winchester bullets
 ew barrel that offers greater resistance in the locking zone, whilst retaining
N
the accuracy quality of a mono-block barrel.

➏

➏

➐

Essential features
Very high finish and top quality assembly.
One-piece aircraft-grade alloy receiver

➌ Tapped receiver for easy scope assembly.
➍ Reversible safety device for left handed-users.
➎ Receiver-locking indicator with a red dot at the back of the re-arm lever, ideal for
silent locking when battue hunting.

Recoil sensation much softer than with bolt-action rifles.

➏ F ixed or removable magazine and drop-down magazine available, according to the
regulations in force.
➐ Exclusive Winchester sighting systems with micro battue strip and a fully adjustable
foresight for extremely fast aiming in any circumstances.

The best available calibres 270 WSM, 30-06 and 300 WM.
5 3 cm barrel, highly accurate both on beats and when shooting from hides,
exceptionally easy to handle.

Design and user-friendliness
➑ T he SXR Vulcan has a modern style and silhouette, its walnut, chequered stock makes

mounting and aiming easier. The black "W" on the fore-end shows that it is Winchester’s
latest creation.
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➒ Extremely user-friendly cocking handle
➓ The Winchester "the red line" label

TAPPED RECEIVER
RECEIVER-LOCKING INDICATOR

"THE RED LINE"

semi-automatic RIFLE

EXCLUSIVE SIGHTING SYSTEMS

USER-FRIENDLY

FIXED OR REMOVABLE MAGAZINE
REVERSIBLE SAFETY

WALNUT, CHEQUERED STOCK
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SUPER X RIFLE - SXR VULCAN
A revolution in the world of hunting. Here is the Super X Rifle (SXR) Vulcan
from the Winchester research and development office. Equipped with the
Winchester mechanical gas system, this semi-auto rifle is a highly reliable
and formidably accurate weapon.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ultra-fast, semi-automatic rifle with gas operated system,
The accuracy of a bolt action rifle
Available in standard and magnum calibres
Removable trigger unit
Removable or tilting magazine according to the legislation in force
Stylish, modern walnut stock

cm

REF.

Kg

SXR VULCAN MG 2 FIX

531001164

270 WSM

2+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 2 DBM

531005164

270 WSM

2+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 3 DBM

531006164

270 WSM

3+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 2 FIX

531001128

30-06 Sprg.

2+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 2 DBM

531005128

30-06 Sprg.

2+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 4 DBM

531007128

30-06 Sprg.

4+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 2 FIX

531001133

300 Win. Mag.

2+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 2 DBM

531005133

300 Win. Mag.

2+1

53

3,15

SXR VULCAN MG 3 DBM

531006133

300 Win. Mag.

3+1

53

3,15

semi-automatic RIFLE

SXR VULCAN

The SXR Vulcan is chambered
in three large hunting calibres:
270 WSM, 30-06 Sprg. and 300 Win. Mag.
Precision-set in our works using Winchester bullets
The new SXR Vulcan is available in the three
calibres that are the most renowned and
effective for big game battue hunting. The 270
WSM is a fast cartridge, with a flat trajectory
that is perfect for roe and wild boar. If you
prefer ammunition that has beaten all the
trajectory records for a century, the .30-06 Spr
is unbeatable. If you hunt larger game like stag,
you can opt for a SXR in 300 Win.Mag. Whatever
your game, there is a SXR whose calibre is suited
to your requirements.

New SXR battue rib

300
300 WIN
win. MAG
mag.

30-06 Springfield

270 WSM

A new battue rib is now available for the SXR semi-automatic rifle. Order it now from your gunsmith.
(REF U3177189F4)
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No gun collection is complete without a 22 rimfire rifle. No other caliber
has been so popular or has endured as long as the 22, and for most of
us, it brings back some great memories. Re-live those days with the new
Winchester Wildcat bolt-action rifle. This carbine has the most remarkable
qualities : incredible accuracy due to its cold-hammered barrel, its
chamfered muzzle, a polished chamber. All the Wildcat's assets give it an
unbeatable quality-to-price ratio on the market.

cm

REF.

12

Kg

WILDCAT 22LR 10+1

525100102

22 LR

10+1

53

2

WILDCAT 22LR 5+1

525103102

22 LR

5+1

53

2

Accuracy begins with the barrel. The Wildcat
has a top quality hammer-forged barrel for high
precision rifling with a 1 in 16” twist. The Wildcat’s
accuracy is further boosted by extensive polishing
and a recessed target crown.

Recessed target crown. As a bullet leaves the last point of the

Adjustable sights. The barrel features a micro-adjustable fold-

barrel, it is imperative that the precision rifling and crown at the
end of the bore are cleanly machined and protected. The Wildcat's
barrel chamfer is recessed to protect this critical area, which means
it maintains accuracy.

down rear sight with a blade front sight. The grooved receiver readily
accepts scope mounts.

Detachable box magazine. The forward mounted release button
lets the detachable box magazine drop right into your hand for easy
retention and rapid reloading.

Easy to operate and maintain. The Wildcat’s polished, fieldstrippable bolt is remarkably smooth. The two-stage trigger and
easy-to-reach two-position safety lever give you complete control
over every shot.

.22 RIFLE

WILDCAT
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The fastest shotgun in the world
for the mostle accurate marksmen
Patrick Flanigan loves challenges and, even more so, he loves taking them up. Despite the fact that he is

still very young, this American sharpshooter has been a champion shot for years and holds a number of world
records. He is accurate, rapid, powerful, endowed with remarkable reflexes and particularly demanding in his
choice of shotgun. For several years now, Patrick Flanigan has been using the semi-automatic Winchester
SX3, an extremely successful choice of arm, as he has succeeded in breaking a number of world records
with it.
On July 6th 2005, Patrick took hold of eleven clay pigeons in his right hand whilst firmly holding his
Winchester SX3, barrel upwards, in the left. Our champion suddenly sprung into action, his left arm
jumping forwards and the right swinging back and then sharply upwards, throwing the eleven clay
pigeons into the air with remarkable force. As the clay pigeons flew upwards, Patrick shouldered
his SX3. The eleven pigeons separated to form eleven orange dots in the sky. They began to
fall. Less than two seconds later, the only thing left in sight was a slight cloud of orange dust
floating in the wind. Not one clay pigeon had managed to reach the ground. Patrick hit them
all, one by one, without a single miss: a new world record.
On exactly the same day, a year later, July 6th 2006 Patrick threw nine clay pigeons up into
the air in just the same way. Without shouldering his gun, shooting from his hip, he hit
them all one by one before they touched the ground: yet another new world record. For his
exhibitions and new world record attempts, Patrick uses a Winchester SX3 semi-automatic
with a synthetic stock. A shotgun that is identical in every way to what you can buy over
the counter, except that its magazine tube has been lengthened to enable him to attack and
beat numerous records. With this gun, he has succeeded in firing twelve cartridges in only
1.442 s: yet another world record. These four figures, the 1 second with its 442 thousandths
partially explain Patrick Flanigan’s choice: the SX3 has been designed to be ultra-high-speed
and incredibly high-performance. Its unique recoil absorption capacity, its “intelligent” gas
valve and its centerfire system have all played a part in setting these incredible records.
But the SX3 is not just efficient and rapid, it’s tough and reliable as well. Hard, intensive
testing has been carried out and a number of SX3s have fired 30,000 rounds at high speed
and in a single run, without any mechanical damage or incident. Patrick admits to having
fired over 150,000 rounds with one of his own Winchester SX3s, before allowing it to “go into
retirement” in recompense for all the good and faithful services it has provided.
The SX3’s performances and the guns capacity to fire the twelve rounds his holds in less than
1.5 seconds have given Patrick a new target - beating his own records. So do not be surprised if
someone tells you that an expert shot has succeeded in breaking twelve clay pigeons thrown up by
hand before they hit the ground and without any outside assistance. You will know that it’s Patrick
Flanigan and the gun capable of succeeding this prowess is the Winchester SX3, the fastest shotgun
in the world.
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semi-automatic SHOTGUNS

12 cartridges shot
in 1,442 seconds
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WINCHESTER MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

the fastest shotgun in the world, 12 cartridges shot in 1,442 seconds

➊

➋➌

➍➎

Easy stock length adjustment.
Inserts can easily be added or
removed between the stock and
the anti-recoil butt plate to
adapt your gun to your exact
measurements. Thanks to these
inserts, the stock length can
be adjusted from 349mm to
375mm.

Stock medallion and
chequering

"Ultra Tough Cote" finish
means ultra-resistant finish.
The new SX3’s unique battleship grey is a high resistance finish which as well as
having a magnificent appearance, is extremely resis-tant
to scratches for years. The
"Ultra Tough Coat" finish is
extremely resistant to corrosion even in extreme conditions.

Count on the Super X3 to reliably cycle everything from field
loads to heavy magnums.
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Good shot patterns are useless
if your gun doesn’t shoot where
you aim, a Winchester shot
gun enables you to avoid this
problem, because as shown
above, the impact point tests
with the Super X3 (in red)
significantly outclassed the
competition (in green and in
blue).

The Active Valve system.
The Super X3 has been refined
to produce the most reliable,
fastest shooting and softest
recoiling autoloader available. Extremely simple operation with a gas piston and an
internal auto-regulating Active
Valve for use with a wide range
of loads in conditions of total
reliability. With light loads,
most of the gases from the
fired shell are used to operate
the action. With heavy loads,
excess gases are vented from
the piston.

With light loads (28 gr.), most
of the gases are used to operate
the action.

With heavy loads (56 gr.), the
Active Valve self adjusts, venting
excess gases.

A guarantee of quality, the
SX3’s barrels are manufactured
at the Fabrique Nationale

A cut-away of the simple, reliable,
self-adjusting Active Valve gas
piston.
The gas piston and Active
Valve operate independently,
exerting less pressure on the
piston for greater longevity
and efficiency than other gasoperated autoloaders. The
extremely short piston stroke
also limits the amount of
combustion gases that get into
the receiver for cleaner, more
reliable operation.

S teel Shot proofed at the Liège
Proof house, high performance
1370 bars

Back Bore Technology barrels allow you to get the very best performance out of the cartridge (See insert page 26)

EASY STOCK LENGTH
ADJUSTMENT

CHEQUERING

➎
MAGAZINE
PLUG

➍

➊
➋

"ULTRA TOUGH COAT" FINISH

➌
STOCK MEDALLION

THE WINCHESTER "THE
RED LINE" LABEL

➎

semi-automatic SHOTGUNS

THE WINCHESTER "THE RED LINE" LABEL

RECEIVER INSERT

RECEIVER INSERT

➍ "ULTRA TOUGH COAT" FINISH

CHEQUERING
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Judge for yourself !
The Super X3 is the big innovation in Winchester’s range since 2006. The
size of its stock, its grip and its fore-end have been studied to give the SX3
finesse as well as exceptional handling. The SX3 is very light thanks to a
tubular magazine made of an ultralight alloy and a barrel whose weight has
been reduced by its new profile. The SX3’s barrel is Back-Bored; it therefore
enables you to maximize the cartridge’s performance. The new battleship
grey "Ultra Tough Coat" finish has the added bonus of lasting longer than
traditional blueing. In fact, it is the most resistant finish ever applied to
a shotgun. Winchester’s legendary manufacturing quality is of course part
of the total package.
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cm

cm

REF.

mm

mm
Kg

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Fix)

511063377

12 /76

66

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Rem)

511063371

12 /76

66

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Fix)

511063378

12 /76

71

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Rem)

511063361

12 /76

71

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Fix)

511063379

12 /76

76

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Rem)

511063360

12 /76

76

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3
3

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Fix)

511063359

12 /76

81

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

SUPER X3 FIELD 12 MAGNUM (Rem)

511063380

12 /76

81

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3

SUPER X3 BIG GAME 12 MAGNUM (Rem)

511070389

12 /76

61

rifled

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 BIG GAME 12 MAGNUM (Fix)

511073389

12 /76

61

rifled

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 COMBO 12 MAGNUM (Rem)

511081389

12 /76

61 + 71

rifled + Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3.3/3

SUPER X3 COMBO 12 MAGNUM (Fix)

511080389

12 /76

61 + 71

rifled + Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3.3/3

A new design and innovative features give the new Winchester Super X3 Field a strong
personality. The SX3 is ideal for all types of hunting, in particular its 12 gauge magnum
barrel enables you to fire cartridges of different loads as well as steel shot. The exclusive selfadjusting and ultra-reliable gas operated "Active Valve" system reduces recoil significantly
and in this way gives the gun even longer service life.. A new generation anti-recoil butt pad
is also used to further improve firing comfort. The design of the grip and the fore-end also
contribute to the excellent handling.

SX3 COMBO 12 M

semi-automatic SHOTGUNS

SX3 FIELD 12 M

A gun that has its place in the marshlands or on a beat for roe deer or wild boar: the SX3
Combo is the all-purpose gun par excellence. That’s what we could have called our new SX3
Combo, a gun delivered in its case with two barrels and two fore-ends, a rifled slug barrel for
firing slug cartridges and a 71 cm smoothbore barrel with removable chokes. An integrated
rail, an extension to the slug barrel enables you to fit red dot optics or the scope of your
choice for the beat without losing your adjustment between two barrel changes. The combo
is based on the SX3 with a wooden stock and a grey body that lets you keep the same gun
and the same shooting style for small and big game: a guarantee of success

Sight not included

SX3 BIG GAME 12 M

SLUG SUPREME ELITE XP3™

The Big Game version of the SX3 boasts a number of excellent features that make it a
formidably effective driven game hunting gun: 61 cm rifled barrel for high accuracy, ultra
fast aim thanks to the rear sight and fluorescent fibre-optic front sight specially designed
for driven game, and the integrated rail for easier mounting of a red-dot sight. The stock
and fore-end on the SX3 Big Game have been finished with a Dura-Touch® rubber surface
treatment to give perfect handling.
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Stock shims
Adapt your SX3 Composite to
your biuld using stock shims
placed between the stock and
receiver to adjust the cast and
drop.

Pachmayr ® Decelerator ® Pads
This highly efficient pad significantly reduces
recoil when firing heavy-load cartridges,
considerably improving comfort and accuracy.
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cm

cm

REF.

mm

mm
Kg

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS ,12-3’’ (REM)

511072361

12/76

71

Invector Plus (3)

36.1

44

50

3,5

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS ,12-3’’ (FIX)

511072378

12/76

71

Invector Plus (3)

36.1

44

50

3,5

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS ,12-3’’ (REM)

511072360

12/76

76

Invector Plus (3)

36.1

44

50

3,5

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS ,12-3’’ (FIX)

511072379

12/76

76

Invector Plus (3)

36.1

44

50

3,5

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS 12 3’’ (REM)

511072380

12/76

81

Invector Plus (3)

36.1

44

50

3,5

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS 12 3’’ (FIX)

511072359

12/76

81

Invector Plus (3)

36.1

44

50

3,5

SUPER X3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5" (Fix)

511066277

12/89

66

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5" (Rem)

511066271

12/89

66

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5" (Fix)

511066278

12/89

71

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5" (Rem)

511066261

12/89

71

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5" (Fix)

511066279

12/89

76

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5" (Rem)

511066260

12/89

76

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 CAMO MOBU 12 3.5" (Fix)

511071278

12/89

71

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 CAMO MOBU 12 3.5" (Rem)

511071261

12/89

71

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 CAMO MOBU 12 3.5" (Fix)

511071279

12/89

76

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

SUPER X3 CAMO MOBU 12 3.5" (Rem)

511071260

12/89

76

Invector Plus (3)

36,1

44

50

3,3

This is the hunting version of the shooting machine used by Patrick Flanigan, the Winchester
exhibition shooter and holder of numerous records. With a magazine tube that can hold 7
cartridges this magnum chambered semi-automatic rifle capable of firing steel shot cartridges
possesses very considerable fire power.

SX3 COMPOSITE 12 3.5”

semi-automatic SHOTGUNS

SX3 COMPOSITE 8 COUPS

This synthetic version of the SX3 boasts a futuristic and very hi-tech look thanks to the
composite stock and fore-end combined with an innovate design and the exclusive anthracite
grey finish of the receiver and barrel. The SX3 composite is also chambered 3.5” (89 mm) for
firing heavy loads including steel shot.

SX3 CAMO 12 3.5”
This model is designed for hunts where concealment is essential, and incorporates all the
features of the SX3 composite, i.e. 3.5” chamber, steel shot proof tested, composite stock
and fore-end, and stock shims. With Dura Touch and the famous Mossy-Oak® Break-Up®
pattern it is definitely one of the most effective camouflage patterns for merging into the
undergrowth.

Quadra-Vent™ system
A red “W” is embedded into
the pistol grip on every Super
X3 Composite.

The design of these vent ports is perfectly
adapted to the fore-end, and they discharge
the gases more effectively, in particular from
3.5” cartridges, thereby ensuring more efficient
action.
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Slim, elegant and great handling:
Winchester Select the new gun
from the famous maker

22
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over and under SHOTGUNS
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cm

cm

REF.

mm

mm
Kg

SELECT LIGHT 12 M

513058391

12 /76

66

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

2,7

SELECT LIGHT 12 M

513058392

12 /76

71

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

2,8

SELECT ENGLISH FIELD 12 M

513056371

12 /76

66

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

3,1

SELECT ENGLISH FIELD 12 M

513056361

12 /76

71

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

3,15

SELECT ENGLISH FIELD 12 M

513056360

12 /76

76

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

3,2

SELECT PLATINUM 12 M

513049371

12 /76

66

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

3,1

SELECT PLATINUM 12 M

513049361

12 /76

71

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

3,15

SELECT PLATINUM 12 M

513049360

12 /76

76

Invector Plus (5)

37

38

60

3,2

As it name suggests, the Light is the lightweight over-and-under gun in the Select range. It
is a lightweight alloy gun with an action frame reinforced with steel trunnions and insert and
has the same technical features as other models in the Select range. The lightweight model has
its own specific ultra-realistic animal engravings. The gun’s light weight and low barrel action
frame give it lively handling and amazingly fast shouldering.

over and under SHOTGUNS

SELECT LIGHT 12 M

SELECT ENGLISH FIELD 12 M
As its name suggests, the engraving on the Select English Field is an elegant and traditional
English style. The stock and fore-end have been redesigned to improve the handling and its
contours. As for all Winchester Select over-and-under guns, the high-performance steel shot
test lets you shoot under all conditions and leaves you the choice between traditional and
high-performance steel-shot cartridges.

SELECT PLATINUM 12 M
The fine engraving on the Select Platinum combines English bouquets with animal motifs
across the whole of the action frame. We have also ensured a meticulous oil-rubbed walnut
finish on this outstanding shotgun. The Select Platinum comes in both 28" and 30" and is
magnum chambered barrel and steel shot proofed.
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WINCHESTER MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Winchester Reliability

➊

➋

➌

➋
Truglo R (registerd) fibre-optic sight with
four interchangeable elements.

Winchester Select shotguns have an action frame
which is one of the lowest profiles on the market.
A low profile action frame offers several advantages
compared to a traditional action frame with a higher
profile: it allows improved target acquisition, recoil
absorption, a reduction in weight and faster gun
handling.
Signature™ choke tubes.
(Select Energy)
A complete range of InvectorPlus™ Signature top of the
range chokes is available. They
throw optimal shot patterns in
10 different variations of choke
(available separately)

Each Select Energy is delivered with a tough, hard,
case, bearing the Winchester logo.

A guarantee of quality, the Select
barrels are manufactured at the
Fabrique Nationale

S teel Shot proofed at the Liège
Proof house, high performance
1370 bars

Back Bore Technology barrels allow you to get the very best performance
out of the cartridge:
1. Increased penetration velocity
Back-boring ensures that there is less friction between the shot and the wall of the barrel. Instead
of having to overcome friction, more of the energy generated by the powder gases serves to propel
the shot, thus increasing the velocity of the load.
The shot retains its ballistic quality.

Ame BB ø18,85

The pressure exerted by the barrel wall on the load is reduced, thus reducing the number of deformed
pellets fired
2. Improved shot pattern
The ballistic characteristics are improved and you achieve exceptionally uniform shot with many more
effective pellets hitting the target.
3. A 6% reduction in recoil
A reduction in recoil means improved shooting comfort. In a back-bored barrel, the load passes
more easily reducing the amount of recoil felt by the shooter, thus improving his shooting comfort.

Tested and approved by the Browning Research & Development department
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Ame Std. ø18,4

Invector+ are over-sized chokes especially
for Back Bore barrels

over and under SHOTGUNS

➌ TRIGGER WHICH CAN BE

➋

ADJUSTED IN POSITION

➊ STOCK WITH ADJUSTABLE COMB

➋
INNOVATIVE OVAL CHEQUERING FOR A CONSISTENT, SECURE GRIP
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Chokes Signature™
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cm

cm

REF.

mm

MADE BY BRILEY

mm
Kg

SELECT SPORTING II 12 M

513051361

12/76

71

Invector Plus (5)

37,2

38

60

3,4

SELECT SPORTING II 12 M

513051360

12/76

76

Invector Plus (5)

37,2

38

60

3,45

SELECT SPORTING II 12 M

513051359

12/76

81

Invector Plus (5)

37,2

38

60

3,5

SELECT ENERGY SPORTING ADJUSTABLE SIGNATURE 12

513024362

12/76

71

Invector Plus (5) Signature

37,2

32 —> 41

57

3,4

SELECT ENERGY SPORTING ADJUSTABLE SIGNATURE 12

513024363

12/76

76

Invector Plus (5) Signature

37,2

32 —> 41

57

3,45

SELECT ENERGY TRAP ADJUSTABLE SIGNATURE 12 M

513025463

12/70

76

Invector Plus (5) Signature

37,2

32 —> 41

57

3,5

SELECT ENERGY TRAP ADJUSTABLE SIGNATURE 12 M

513025484

12/70

81

Invector Plus (5) Signature

37,2

32 —> 41

57

3,6

The new Select Sporting stands out through its new, traditional-style engraving that is
suitable for a combination of target and game shooting. Its back-bored barrel comes with 5
Invector-Plus chokes and is proofed for steel-shot.

SELECT ENERGY SPORTING
SIGNATURE 12 M

over and under SHOTGUNS

SELECT SPORTING II 12 M

The Select Energy Sporting inspires confidence thanks to its balance and its fit. Perfectly
polished barrels equipped with side ventilated ribs allow fast, lively handling. You will
appreciate the appearance and the feel of the oval chequering on the walnut stock and
fore-end. A TRUGLO® TRU-BEAD® foresight, which offers five coloured optic fibres, combines
perfectly with the intermediate foresight to aim at your clays naturally. You can choose
between 71cm, 76cm or 81cm barrels. Back-Bored technology and the Invector-Plus signature
choke system are also offered on this model.

SELECT ENERGY TRAP ADJUSTABLE SIGNATURE 12
The Select Energy Trap Adjustable includes several much sought-after features. The most
important is the stock with an adjustable cheek-piece that allows you to carry out individual
height and cast adjustment in just a few seconds. A wide 13 mm rib, an intermediate
foresight and an interchangeable foresight TRUGLO® TRU-BEAD® optic fibre system give high
performance sighting.
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